E pluribus unum: isolation, structure determination, network analysis and DFT studies of a single metastable structure from a shapeshifting mixture of 852 bullvalene structural isomers.
Bullvalene is an organic molecule that spontaneously undergoes Cope rearrangements, resulting in a reconfiguration of its carbon framework. During our study of oligosubstituted bullvalenes, which are structurally dynamic shapeshifting molecules, we found that we could isolate one metastable isomer from the interconverting population of 1680 constitutional isomers (852 structures if enantiomeric pairs are counted once). The preferential formation and unexpected stability of this isomer led to many questions, which we have addressed in this report. (1) What is its structure? (2) How many rearrangements are required to form this isomer from the initial bullvalene structure? (3) Why is it the preferred isomer? (4) What is the role of the substituents in its energetic preference? Our answers required synthesis, HPLC isolation, NMR characterizations, network construction and analysis, and computational (DFT) studies. The results of these efforts revealed the remarkable interconversion network of bullvalene rearrangements. The formation of this metastable isomer is preferred by both thermodynamic and kinetic factors and the ester substituent amplifies the energy difference between various structural isomers of oligosubstituted bullvalenes. The shapeshifting nature of oligosubstituted bullvalene is a useful and unusual property that has many potential applications. Insights into their rearrangements, energy landscape and substituent effect will be important knowledge for the development of these molecules towards materials, sensors and biologically active compounds.